Deloitte Greenhouse™ Labs
Accelerating solutions to our client’s
most complex challenges

Innovation Effectiveness Lab is constructed as an engaging, interactive,
and immersive session to unleash and harness the creative energy of
the group. The Lab uses a structured, disciplined approach—rooted
in proven Doblin approaches and based around the Ten Types of
Innovation—to catalyze both the generation and realization of ideas.

Global overview

You are here

Your world is being rocked
by extreme forces of change.

Regardless of the industry you operate in you are faced with political
instability, changing demographics and the models of talent utilisation,
digital disruption, an empowered consumer that is changing how they
own and use assets, an abundance of data but a dearth of quality insights,
pressure to contain costs and become more competitive in an economy
where small market entries are more agile around meeting customer
needs more competitively, a lagging governance & regulatory
environment and a stakeholders putting purpose before profit.

It’s a tough terrain to
navigate on your own.
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WHAT ARE THE REQUIRED INPUTS?
inherent in innovation
· A specific product/market opportunity that the
· An understanding of how financial/economic rigor can be
organization has identified and possibly even started to
built into the process
explore and/or
· An exploration of the resources and capabilities are
· A broadly defined innovation theme to address (such
needed to achieve the level/quality of innovation desired/
as “creating services to go with our products” or
required to meet growth goals
“leveraging social media to enhance our innovation
process and customer experience”)
TEST DRIVE:
· A reasonably clear idea of which customers to serve
· A chance to assess chemistry/fit between your team and
· A full day for the session, with a team of 3–10
Doblin professionals
executives, and $65K for fees
If you’re interested in setting up or learning more about an Innovation Effectiveness Lab, contact:
Melissa Quinn, COO, Doblin (mequinn@deloitte.com) or
Chris Ertel, Innovation Effectiveness Lab Leader (certel@deloitte.com).
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HOW YOU MAKE MONEY
Innovative profit models find a fresh way to convert a firm’s
offerings and other sources of value into cash. Great ones reflect
a deep understanding of what customers and users actually
cherish and where new revenue or pricing opportunities might lie.
Innovative profit models often challenge an industry’s tired old
assumptions about what to offer, what to charge, or how to collect
revenues. This is a big part of their power: in most industries the
dominant profit model often goes unquestioned for decades.
FOR EXAMPLE

Consider how Gillette subsidized the initial
cost of razors and made its profits by selling
high-margin, disposable razor blades.

Network

HOW YOU CONNECT WITH OTHERS
TO CREATE VALUE

In today’s hyper-connected world, no company can or should do
everything alone. Network innovations provide a way for firms to take
advantage of other companies’ processes, technologies, offerings,
channels, and brands. These innovations mean a firm can capitalize
on its own strengths while harnessing the capabilities and assets
of others. Network innovations also help executives to share risk in
developing new offers and ventures. These collaborations can be brief
or enduring, and they can be formed between close allies or even
staunch competitors.
FOR EXAMPLE

Consider how Target obtained exclusive deals
with high-end designers to develop unique
goods for their mass retain channel. This
increased Target’s differentiation and provided
the designers with access to a broader audience
without diluting their individual brands.

DOBLIN

TEN TYPES OF INNOVATION
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Deloitte Greenhouses are
specially designed to bring Deloitte
and client teams together to accelerate
insight-rich decision making and deliver
faster, better outcomes to wicked
challenges and opportunities.
Our unique Greenhouse experience
combines a specially designed physical
environment with creative facilitation
tools and techniques and leading edge
technologies to help you function
in a rapidly changing
economic environment.

We have four key offerings to
address the major challenges
and opportunities that you face:

Innovation Lab
overview

What is the need?
Your ideas are getting stale.
How can you spark new thinking?
How does it work?
Innovation Labs use a range of creative
facilitation tools and techniques to:

• Identify new approaches for growth and

Innovation Labs
Executive Transition Labs
Strategy Labs
Relationship Labs
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where to capitalise on market opportunities
quickly;

• Reduce time to market to stay competitive;
• Demonstrate how innovation can be broken
down into ‘baby steps’ and made less risky/
scary against an innovation challenge.

Outcomes:

“The whole of
the organization
should participate
in something like
this…It was simple
and mind shifting.”
– Senior Executive at
a large South Africa
financial services
organisation.

• A new way of thinking, speaking & behaving
to encourage innovation.
• Clear direction on a new product, process
or system.
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Executive Transition
Lab overview

Strategy Lab
overview

What is the need?

What is the need?

You’ve made it to the top. Now what?

Your ideas are getting
stale. How can you
spark new thinking?

How does it work?
The Executive Transition Lab is a one-day experience

How does it work?

• built to ensure new executives hit the ground running and thrive in
their new roles.
• The experience focuses on the three most important 		
resources an executive must manage: time, talent and relationships.

Outcomes:
• The Lab culminates in a detailed action plan that addresses the
first six months on the journey to realising a broader, impactful legacy.

“The Lab is a fantastic (and probably
unique) opportunity to spend a whole
uninterrupted day working out what
you need to prioritise to be successful
in your new role. The day is really
well structured, incredibly well
facilitated and ends with a personal
and concrete action plan.”
Head of Internal audit at a Global bank.
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Strategy Labs use a range
of creative facilitation tools
and techniques to:
• Break through the organisational
silos by allowing people time and
space to connect and network;
• Understand how decisions, taken
together, shape and reinforce
your organisation’s strategy;
• Align around where their
organisation is headed, identify
critical trends, and prioritise
strategic choices.

Outcomes:
• A collaborative strategy for your
business, function or product
with a view on implementation.

“Thank you for helping
us accomplish what
would normally take
2-3 days, in less than
1 days’ time. This 		
is by far the best 		
strategic planning
session I’ve attended“
– Board Member, Managing
Director at a technology,
media and telecommunications
organisation.
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Relationship Lab
overview
What is the need?
Your bottom line depends on people.
How can you better relate?
How does it work?
Relationship Labs use a range of creative
facilitation tools and techniques to:
• Help teams build actionable plans to sustain the team’s
energy and what is essential for them to perform;
• Help people to understand others by observing
behavioural clues, and then adapting one’s style to
engage effectively both one-on-one and in teams;
• Highlight specific performance objectives of the group,
and plan how to leverage the strengths of the team to
meet their goals.

Outcomes:
• Improved ways of working in teams or groups.
• An understanding and appreciation of the diversity of
		 the group and how to leverage it for success.
.

“Feels great to step out for a
moment and expand our views…
All these bright people in one
room, sharing ideas, creates
an enormous boost of energy”
Senior Executive at a large
logistics organisation.
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The Lab

Formula
Environment
We take you out of the
ordinary and into a
consciously designed
environment
•• Dynamic room
configurations
•• Immersive visuals
•• Holistic sensory activation
•• Emerging technologies

Content
We assemble the right mix of high-tech
and high-touch ingredients
•• Professional facilitation
•• Design thinking
•• Collaboration tools and techniques
•• Deloitte Greenhousetm IP
•• Proprietary experiential engagement
research and insights
•• Deep business and industry
expertise

Approach
We tie it together with
an approach designed to
produce moments of impact
•• Define the purpose
•• Engage multiple
perspectives
•• Frame the issues
•• Set the scene
•• Make it an experience
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Environment

Content

Deloitte Greenhouse™ spaces
are consciously designed to
help shift perspectives and
optimise exploration.

We thoughtfully assemble a mix
of high-tech and high-touch
ingredients to suit your
specific challenge.

Dynamic room configurations

Configurable spaces and furniture are designed to
activate creativity, encourage “unusual interactions”
and promote real-time adaption to session dynamics.

Holistic sensory activation

We take cues from scientific research which suggest
that people are most productive, and experiences
most memorable, when all senses are engaged - not
only sight but also sound, touch, taste and even smell.

Immersive visuals

From interactive smart boards to gallery-style displays,
we create an environment that brings your challenges,
and opportunities, to life all around you.

Emerging technologies

Technological innovations are made tangible through
displays or prototypes and product samples, from 3D
printers to wearable technologies.

Professional facilitation

Facilitators are trained in the art of engagement, intervention, ideation,
and alignment, freeing you up to listen and participate in the discussion.

Design thinking

The design thinking process integrates empathy, divergent and convergent
ideation, and prototyping to yield greater insights and options for
problem-solving.

Analytics + insights

Hands-on access to analytics tools and application to specific, analogous
business issues demonstrates the role data can play in understanding
and tackling your challenges.

Collaboration tools + techniques

Interactive smart boards and collaboration software combine with
behavioral techniques to get the most out of visioning conversations,
brainstorming, and decision-making.

Tested framework and IP

Productive thinking is promoted through structures such as frames,
starter sets, tools and case studies built on empirical data, research,
and conversations with industry and subject-matter experts.
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Approach
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Book a tour, a workshop or just come and
have a conversation about the future…
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Deloitte Greenhouse™ Johannesburg
Ground floor, Building 33, North Gate, The Woodlands Office Park, 20 Woodlands Drive
Woodmead, Johannesburg

greenhousejhb@deloitte.co.za
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Great conversations balance the need for structure and open space,
action and reflection. They call on passion and emotions as well as
analytics and strategic reasoning to create a true moment of impact:
a memorable experience that motivates action.
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It’s not just the space, it’s how you use it, providing strong visuals to help
participants see the same insights at the same time and branding the
session with a key, memorable theme.
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Engage multiple perspectives

Finding novel solutions to complex challenges requires more than the
usual suspects working together in the usual ways. Different perspectives
help imagine new possibilities.
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A successful strategic conversation requires content that leads to
creative problem-solving, not information overload. Identifying a
few key frameworks greatly accelerates the dialogue.
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Frame the issues
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First, develop a clear vision of what kinds of insights and outcomes
you want. Then, build all aspects of the session to serve this purpose
- with nothing extraneous added. That’s the essence of great designs.
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We design conversations that provide clarity,
commitment, and collective courage to break
away from the status quo.
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Deloitte Greenhouse™ Cape Town
First floor, Cape Quarter, 27 Somerset Road, Green Point, Cape Town

greenhousect@deloitte.co.za
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